Campaign Chancellorsville Design Notes
by
Richard Walker

Welcome to Campaign Chancellorsville, my 6th game title in the HPS American
Civil War series. The experience and enjoyment since 1998 cannot be fully
expressed in words. In this new game, players will have the opportunity to
experience the High Tide of the Confederacy. Featuring the battles of
Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, both sides will have a tough fight to claim
victory.
Initially, the numerical superiority of the Federal forces makes them the odds on
favorite to win the initial battle fought at Fredericksburg. In this game, I have
strived to make each opposing side winnable, and at the same time, recreating the
history that made each battle well known in our nation’s memory. The same can
be said of Chancellorsville. Initially, it appeared that the Army of the Potomac
would be unstoppable. With a nearly 2-1 troop advantage, it would take a daring
confederate commander to overcome these odds. Campaign Chancellorsville
invites each player to take history in a new direction.
The game begins as the opposing armies advance closer to Fredericksburg. Timing
is everything, yes, even more important then shear numbers. Without a good plan,
a numerical superior army will likely fail to achieve its goal.

So begin your quest to secure southern independence, or reunite these disunited
states. Remember that each game may take several attempts to master. If your first
plan fails, try again and don’t assume it’s unwinnable. In my years of gaming I
have uncovered one important truth, there’s always someone out there with greater
skills (or luck) waiting to defeat your undefeated army.

New Features for Campaign Chancellorsville

1) Added toolbar button for Command Range.
2) Added new Proportional Opportunity Fire Optional Rule that causes Opportunity
Fire generated by firing units to be more proportional to the total strength of the
units firing.
3) Added new Parameter Data value that controls when artillery crews are killed.
When changing the Parameter Data file, 100 is the normal value, and increasing the
number reduces the likelihood of a “crew killed” result.
4) Added new Alternate Fixed Unit release Optional Rule that releases Fixed units
within 5 hexes of an enemy unit regardless of Line-of-Sight to that unit.
5) Improvements to AI bridge crossing.

Project Research

Campaign Chancellorsville has been studiously researched to ensure that the
extraordinarily high standards introduced in other John Tiller games are continued.
And with this new game, I had the good fortune to enlist the help of Kris White.
Kris is one of the Chancellorsville National Battlefield Park historians. But
certainly the greatest resource available to any Civil War enthusiasts, whether he be
an historian, museum curator, or game designer, is The War of Rebellion: Official
Records of the Union and Confederate Armies.* This set of research books is more
commonly referred to as simply, the O.R. Fortunately for myself, the O.R. has been
reproduced onto a CD. By typing in a few key words, much information can be
obtained in a relatively short period of time.
But as any good historian knows, relying on a single source for information is a
grave mistake. So I utilized a great many other sources, both primary and
secondary. Probably the most valuable primary source are the battlefields
themselves. A visit to the battlefields can give great insight. Walking upon the same
field that was fiercely contested over 140 years ago is certainly an enlightening
experience. Please visit these historic places.
Here are just a few of the many sources used to research this project.

The Official Military Atlas of the Civil War, Major G.B. Davis*
A Compendium of the War of the Rebellion by Frederick H. Dyer
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, Vol. 3. Printed by Castle*
The Battle of Fredericksburg by James Longstreet
Battles and Leaders of the Civil War, Vol. 3. Printed by Castle*
The Fredericksburg Campaign: Winter War on the Rappahannock, by Francis
Augustin O’Reilly
Chancellorsville by Stephen W. Sears
Chancellorsville: Lee’s Greatest Battle by Edward J. Stackpole
Rebels Resurgent: Fredericksburg to Chancellorsville, The Civil War Time Life
Series Books
Chancellorsville 1863 by Carl Smith
Fredericksburg 1862: Clear the Way by Carl Smith
The Official Atlas of the Civil War, New York 1958
Lincoln and his Generals, Harry T. Williams
U.S.G.S. Topographic Quadrangle Sheets
And many more…
*-primary sources

The Order of Battle(s)

Campaign Chancellorsville uses several OOBs that have been adapted for this
game. Certainly, one of the most important ingredients of any endeavor of this
kind is creating an historical Order of Battle, or OOB. If you are devoted to
historical exactness and print out these OOBs, you may be a bit confused. Every
effort has been taken to ensure that each OOB is as historically correct as possible.
However, I will explain where you might see some differences. First, in order to
create the many variants that exist with Campaign Chancellorsville, the historical
OOBs were altered in order to include units that did not historically take part in the
battle. This has been done in order to create “what if” scenarios.
In terms of research, great effort has been made to ensure an OOB that is
historically accurate. But caution must be used, along with even a little guess work.
It is very important not to trust any single source when compiling an OOB. Rarely
will two completely agree with each other. Often times, several sources must be
combined to achieve a desired result.
The most complicated part of creating an OOB is distributing troop strengths. The
Official Records give actual abstracts, sometimes on a weekly basis, that inform on
these strengths. The tricky part can be multi-folded. It often happens that regimental
commander’s O.R. report will differ from the brigade commander’s report in terms of

troops present. In such cases I almost always will choose the regimental commanders
report as the most accurate. Unfortunately, it too often occurs that NO report is given.
In these cases, it may happen that you take the nearest available report and divide as
needed. For example: let’s say that a brigade commander does mention the number of
troops participating in a given battle, but only two of the five regimental commanders
have submitted their reports for publication. In this case, I would take the brigade
commanders total number and subtract out the given regimental reports. So if three
regiments’ strengths were left unreported, I would simply distribute the remaining
troops to the other regiments as an average with a five percent variance.
In this game, I have used many of the numbers provided by the research of Carl
Smith, with corrections provided by Kris White and the Offical Records.
In Campaign Chancellorsville, I have created several OOBs and variants. Artillery
and cavalry have been designed in such a way that each unit can be deployed as a
single unit, or subdivided. For artillery, two gun sections are possible. For cavalry,
squads are available for deployment. So instead of having one 500 man unit, five 100
man units will be available. Where possible, each scenario situation will include a
variant that allows players to choose one of three possible artillery deployments,
historical, consolidated, and sectional.

Scenario Design

For Campaign Chancellorsville, many scenarios have been designed to give players a
high degree of choice. I have scenarios that use a straight forward design method (no
weather, or special units). In addition, many variants have been designed to use the
new weather feature introduced with Campaign Atlanta. This feature has been
tweaked with lessons learned. There are many scenarios that have been specifically
designed for solo play against the A/I. Others have been altered to use sectional
artillery, instead of whole batteries, and visa versa.
Therefore, most scenarios have the option to use consolidated batteries. This means
that many Confederate batteries have been modified to take a 4 gun battery that might
have historically consisted of 3 different gun types and now will consist of just one
gun type. In most cases, I will use the largest component of the historical battery and
create a battery of 4 guns using that specific gun type. Also, there are many scenarios
that are considered meeting engagements. Many of these meeting engagement
scenarios will use the new “blind” reinforcement rule. Neither side will know exactly
when or where new troops will arrive. I call this maximum fog of war.
I have also included several unique game designs that require specific victory
conditions. For example, my “King of the Hill” scenario requires the winning side to
occupy the top of a strategic hilltop. Nothing else will determine victory. I also have

several scenarios that use no VP hexes. In addition, I have created an OOB that has
been modified to use exact opposites. Each leader, infantry regiment, artillery
battery, cavalry unit, and even supply wagons are equal in every way. Try
080C_May 1863 Equal fight.
When deciding on which scenario to play, be sure to read the provided descriptions in
the main program.

Artificial Intelligence (A/I)

Nearly all war games give the player an option to play against the AI. And nearly all
fall far short of being considered real competition. Unlike chess, which has a limited
and well defined playing field with limited and well defined units, in complex war
games such as this one it is difficult to achieve an artificial intelligence that will be
both challenging and unpredictable. John Tiller has programmed into this game a
system that allows the AI to be either scripted or use a self-move dynamic A/I. A
scripted AI refers to a system that allows a human designer to map out each units
movements up to the point that enemy contact is made. You can script a unit to go
from point A to point B at a certain time and on a certain date. If enemy contact is
made, the AI will still try to make point B, but will engage the enemy until a pathway
is clear for continued movement.
The designer can tell units to be in attack mode or defense mode. These different
modes will affect how the units approach their destinations. You can read about how
scripting is accomplished by reading the scenario editor help notes. Another form of
AI is the dynamic method. Using this system, the designer does not need to script any
units. Rather a simple number system tells the AI what kind of strategy it will need to
adopt. Will it be offensive or defensive, extreme or normal? Of the two mentioned AI
systems, the scripted system will in most cases provide the most challenging scenario
to the human opponent. The trick is anticipating future enemy movements. In most

cases, this is more difficult than it sounds. However, it must be stated that some
scenarios will have one side or the other that is easier to script and therefore should
be more challenging if played against that side. Put simply, it is easier to script a
strong attack then trying to anticipate an attack and make the proper scripting for a
strong defense. Some scenarios will state this fact in their descriptions. AI has come
along way, but in the end, the best game will be played against a competent human
opponent.

Strategy Tips

Campaign Chancellorsville utilizes all the game features previously introduced with
the other games in this series. So if your not familiar, then longer will you be able to
move, fire, melee, then move, fire and melee again. Now, with the use of the new
"Optional Melee Resolution" rule, you will be held to a more closely held historical
method of attack. Move, fire, and melee. That's it! Our former blitzkrieg tactics will
finally have to wait until 1939.
As with all HPS Civil War titles, one important fact that must always be remembered
is the notion that this is a campaign, and not a series of stand alone battles (however,
each battle may be fought as a stand alone battle without attempting the campaign).
After each battle your losses will carry over to the next phase of the campaign. So, a
well fought campaign can find General Lee or McClellan in a much weaker state then
was the historical reality. Imagine a brilliant Confederate victory early in the
campaign with much higher Union loses and lower Confederate loses. In such a
situation, a Confederate victory at Antietam may yet become a southern dream come
true.
So as a Confederate commander, conserve your strength and especially your cavalry.
Your cavalry can make or break you. Don’t send them head long into a copy cat of
Marshal Ney’s unsupported cavalry charge. Use them as hit and run flankers. Never,

if possible, dismount them. They're not intended to fight as infantry after all! If you
can time your attack carefully and get in the enemies rear or flank, a melee will
almost always result in massive casualties for your foes. But be mindful of the fact
that there may be enemy cavalry lurking not far away. What you can do to them can
be done to you. Before making an attack, calculate the possibility of the enemy
making an effective counter-attack. If your cavalry fails to last the entire length of the
campaign, your campaign will fail.
Artillery can also be an important and lethal weapon, if used correctly. But be careful.
You only have a limited number of cannon, and once gone, they’re gone forever.
Artillery will only rarely make successful long range shots. So be mindful of your
artillery placements and victory points lost if destroyed or captured. But for those that
enjoy artillery duels, Campaign Chancellorsville offers numerous battlefield
situations that give ample opportunity for lots of artillery fire.

Playtesting

I have had the great privilege to work with and have on my playtesting team many talented
individuals that love these games and want them to be the very best they can be. As a result
of their efforts, nearly every scenario has been thoroughly tested and tweaked to ensure a
reasonable balance. It is always the case that both sides MUST have the possibility for
victory. If one side has zero chance to win, then the game is flawed. However, some scenarios
will certainly require a very skilled player for victory. But I am certain that enough variants
exist for any given situation. And don’t forget the game editor and optional rules provided by
John’s programming skills. If you find that a game needs a few more tweaks to meet your
needs, the tools are there for you, go for it!
In short, it has been an honor to work with them. They are as follows:
Aleksander Krolikowski
Rich Hamilton
John Ferry
Mike Mihalik
Ken Miller
Kris White
Thomas Breen

Playing the Game

Though this game comes with a two player hot seat, LAN play, and an artificial intelligence,
with the ability to play as either side in solitaire mode, I have found that the most enjoyable
way to experience a challenging game is to play by email, known simply as PBEM. This form
of play is both fun and simple. PBEM allows for many advantages. First, play as your
schedule permits. No need to rush. If you're playing a complicated scenario where much time
and thought is needed, but dinner, work, or family is about to require your attention, just save
and continue at a later time. Also, encryption allows both players to play knowing that their
forces cannot be spied upon by "accident." It's even possible to play with more than 2 players.
Worried about finding opponents? No need to be concerned. There are many sites that can be
visited that will gladly provide players willing to cross swords with you. Two of my favorites
are the ACWGC (American Civil War Game Club) and the Gamesquad sites.
www.acwgc.org
or
www.wargame.ch/wc/acw/
or

www.gamesquad.com
Just copy and paste the above sites to your URL address line, and your PBEM adventure will
just be moments away.
Using this method of play will provide you with many hours of enjoyment. Game with
players all around the world. One of my playtesters (Aleksander Krolikowski), whom I've
found to be an excellent source for historical accuracy, lives in Poland and has never visited
an American Civil War battlefield. So if you live in Virginia or Maryland, and know these
battles like the back of your hand, don't be surprised when someone halfway around the
world smacks you down with impunity.
In addition, these sites have very active forums that provide playing tips, and suggestions for
future titles. And if you're unhappy with some of the graphics and scenarios provided with
the original release, not to worry, these sites and others will further enhance your experience
with alternatives.
So if you want my advice, try PBEM. You won't be disappointed.

Items of Interest
The following are a series of items that some may find interesting clarifications that are not
easily found in the User Manual.
Many have asked how artillery is treated in a campaign should they suffer loses or are
captured and or spiked. There are two ways to play a campaign with artillery. This is
determined by toggling on or off the artillery capture rule.

If the rule is checked, the following 1-6 will apply.
1) Destroyed units will return with a value of one to the original owner
2) Spiked arty that is left abandoned will return at full strength to original owner
3) Captured artillery will return with a value of one to the original owner
4) Uncrewed/abandoned arty will return as normal to original owner
5) Spiked arty that is enemy occupied will return with a value of one to the original owner
6) Individual loses will carry over. For example: A 6 gun battery that lost 3 guns will return
with a value of 3
If the above mentioned rule is not checked, only 1, 4, and 6 will apply.
Next item of interest concerns the carryover increases for unit strength lost in the previous
battle of a campaign. It goes without saying that units suffered greatly from sickness,
wounds, death, and desertion during a battle. But often, these loses would be replenished.
The following is a description of how unit strength is replenished. So if the interval between
battles is 6 days, a unit will regain 10% of its original strength, etc...
1 to 6 days is 10%
7 to 13 days is 20%
14 to 30 days is 30%
31 to 59 days is 40%
60 days or over is 50%
My third item is a description on how to use the editor for existing scenarios.

From the very beginning, the HPS American Civil War series has offered each buyer/player
the opportunity to design new, and or, edit existing scenarios.
To start, be aware of the limitations. You cannot edit the OOB (order of battle), or map. We
could spend time discussing the reasons for these limitations, but I will not go into that
subject here. So with that said, let’s see what other things can be done.
First, find the cwedit.exe file and open the editor.
Second, open the pop down window titled scenario. Here you will find the guts of any
existing scenario. The first item is called the header. The header describes the name, date,
time and duration of each scenario and also provides information that will determine victory.
You can edit the points given for unit loses. Pointed are given for Infantry, cavalry, artillery
and supply.
Example, if 10 points are given for infantry, then for every 25 infantry lost, 10 points will be
awarded. Likewise, the same is true for cavalry. For every 25 cavalry lost, 30 points will be
given if 30 is the number entered in the header. These numbers are ratios and so lesser points
will be given for loses other then those given in blocks of 25.
Any number can be used to replace the given points. So if you feel that a rebel trooper is
worth more, just change the number to meet your needs. Artillery victory points are given for
each cannon tube destroyed. Finally, supply points can also be given a value. I usually place
a number value of 2 for supply. The value of 2 would be given for each 10 supply points
destroyed.
The header is also needed to allocate artillery ammo points. Remember, with the new
optional artillery ammo rule, the computer will multiply the value given in the header to a
larger number so that with each tube fired, one ammo point is expended. In short, if you
enter 1000 in the header, the actual number could be 10,000 if the before mentioned rule is
used.
Finally, the header can be used to change the dynamic A/I values. I will refer you to the user
manual for a detailed description.
Now that you have an idea on how to change the header, the most important tool to edit a
scenario is equally simple. First you must decide on what you want to do. For example, do
you want to add units from the existing OOB, relocate units that have already been placed,
change the time or place for new arrivals, and releases? Also, you can fix units, disrupt

units, rout units, change their formations, and facings. You can add strength (if not at
100%), decrease strength, add or decrease fatigue. You can remove units, give units the
ability to use boats. You can add bridges, and change the strength of existing bridges.
Lastly, you can add new objective hexes, change the value of existing objective hexes, add
breastworks, trenches, and abatis. The latter two are added by picking a hex, and hold down
the “alt” with a right mouse click.
To add units, go to the “command” pop down window and click on the Display Unit Dialog
at the bottom of the window. The OOB for the existing scenario will appear.
To change the location of an existing unit(s), double click the desired unit, press down the
“Ctrl” button, and right click the new location.
Considering a new script for the A/I? If so, keep in mind the following. Multiple scripts for
each scenario can be very desirable. Why? Because each script will be randomly picked by
the computer. If multiple scripts are used, a player will never know for sure what the A/I will
do. CAUTION: Scripts for large and complex scenarios can be difficult and some will say:
worthless.
This description should not be considered a substitute for reading the material already
provided in the User Manual that comes online with each game. Please carefully read the
supplied material.

Final Comments

I would like to thank John Tiller for allowing me this opportunity to work on and design
Campaign Chancellorsville. These games are certainly the best on the market if you're
interested in true historical simulations. In the 7 years since HPS and John Tiller first
introduced the ACW campaign series, I have yet to see another company come out with a
more accurate game that recreates the flavor of Civil War tactics on the regimental level. And
the journey is not yet over. More titles are in the making, and more tweaks to the engine will
soon be introduced that will continue to enhance these games. Please feel free to offer your
comments. It's you, the buyer and player that provide most of the ideas for game
improvements. Thank you for buying and playing Campaign Chancellorsville. Remember
rule number one, HAVE FUN!

